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Abstract - Buying was never as simple as E-commerce a business where buying and selling involves the Internet as this 
industry is solely based on the internet. Digital Marketing plays a major role in its growth because it is the only tool that can 
help in any business growth hacking through digital mediums. But, this was not enough, role of E-commerce when is 
clubbed up with tourism led to wonders in creating global brands. The rapid growth of smart phones and internet give greater 
access in selling and purchasing merchandise with convenience. Tourism industry too has the major benefits by e commerce 
in the last couple of years, but not to the optimum. Brand awareness and target audience has been created with this. 
For this, I would take the case study of indigo launching its flights to Tirupati from various places in January 2018.This is 
what it takes to create a global brand through E-Commerce and enhancing tourism and attracting devotees. Giving devotees 
a safe and quick reach to their favorite god Balaji…where no other brand has done this before. Online tickets are available 
for this. IndiGo   would provide connecting flights from Tirupati and Rajahmundry to various domestic as well as 
international destinations, including Singapore and Dubai. The no-frills airline is adding 63 new connections to connect 
Tirupati and Rajahmundry on its existing network of Airbus 320 planes and ATRs. IndiGo will connect Tirupati and 
Rajahmundry to Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Dubai, and Muscat, Singapore among other cities via Bengaluru, Hyderabad, 
Chennai and Mangalore," it said in a release. 
Currently, the carrier operates more than 900 daily flights connecting 46 destinations. Indigo’s Chief Commercial Officer 
Sanjay Kumar said the airline is looking at providing affordable fares on these flights for 6E travelers. Earlier this month, the 
carrier said it would start operations with 74-seater ATR turbo-prop planes from December 21.IndiGo's A320 planes are 
configured with 180 seats and the A320 neo aircraft have 186 seats. 
Indigo has forayed into regional markets with a new fleet of ATR aircraft.ATR is an aircraft manufacturer, which is 
primarily into building regional aircraft. Announcing addition of ATR aircraft to its fleet will operate 24 non-stop daily 
flights. The airline said it will begin ATR operations with flights between cities on its existing network of Hyderabad, 
Chennai, Bengaluru, Mangalore, Madurai and Nagpur and two new Tier-II cities of Tirupati and Rajahmundry. While the 
introductory fares start from Rs. 999 on the new flights, the first ATR flight will commence from Hyderabad on December 
21, 2017. 
Impact of E-Commerce with technology on future competitive strategy in the travel, tourism and hospitality industries, 
and its sustainable strategic benefits can technology deliver? In attempting to answer these questions, this paper will 
focus largely on the role of e-commerce and tourism in creating   brands. In other words, how will technology be 
leveraged to add customer value, both within a business—consumer and business—business context will be the key area 
of this research paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Internet has increasingly become a popular 
medium for marketing. This paper attempted to 
investigate the potential of the Internet for tourism 
marketing and the current constraints on the full 
realization of such potential. Through an examination 
of the advantages of the Internet as a marketing tool 
and the characteristics of the tourism industry, the 
paper found that the Internet was ideal for marketing 
tourism. It then analyzed the main Internet 
applications in tourism marketing and explored the 
key factors that were attributable to the current low 
level of travel sales and the Internet The paper 
concluded with a brief discussion of the major 
strategic issues in the implementation of Internet 
tourism marketing. Travel and tourism products are 
ideal for marketing on the Internet. This is because 
tourism is an information-intensive industry and the 
Internet is the most effective and efficient means in 

information exchange worldwide. The Net can 
greatly facilitate the promotion and distribution of 
tourist products and potentially enable tourism 
destinations and enterprises to compete on a level 
playing field. InterGlobe Enterprises started its 
operation in august 2006 with main focus on low 
fares and best service in the industry. Indigo is one of 
the fastest expanding airlines of India. Indigo has 
emerged as pioneer in changing the face of the 
struggling aviation industry. Segmentation, targeting, 
positioning in the Marketing strategy of Indigo 
Airlines 
Mission: “Providing “low fares, on-time flights and a 
hassle-free experience” to our passengers.” 
 
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 
“ROLE OF E-COMMERCE & TOURISM IN 
CREATING GLOBAL BRANDS.” This research 
has been taken up to find out the solution to the 
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problem that whether E –commerce & tourism are 
effective in creating Global Brands. 
III. HYPOTHESIS 
 
The study is designed to assess the hypothesis of E-
commerce’s effectiveness in creating global brands 
for which case study of Indigo Airlines will be 
focused upon. 
 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
This paper is based on descriptive study. It is an 
elaborative research. The data for this research paper 
is collected from the secondary sources, newspaper 
articles, online reports; etc. The information is also 
gathered from television/newspaper advertisements. 
Qualitative and quantitative both the approaches have 
been adopted in this paper. A detailed comparison of 
theories in terms of their applicability has been done 
here. 
 
V. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
Tirupati is located in the Chittoor district of the state 
of Andhra Pradesh and is famous for the Sri 
Venkateswara Temple. The temple is dedicated to 
Lord Venkateswara, who is considered to be the 
richest god. Every year, millions of tourists from 
India and abroad visit this temple to seek blessings of 
the lord. The destination is served by the Tirupati 
Airport, which is located at a distance of 14 km from 
the city centre. Flights to Tirupati are available from 
all the major cities of India, including Delhi, 
Mumbai, Chennai and Bangalore.  
The city is home to varied tourist attractions, 
including the Swami Pushkarini Lake, Papavinasam 
Teertham, Asthana Mandapam, TTD Gardens, Sri 
Vari Museum and Mamandur. There are also many 
temples in the region, such as the Sri 
Kodandaramaswami Temple, Sri Annapurna Sameta 
Kasi Visweswaraswami Temple and Sri 
Venkateswara Dhyana Vignan Mandiram. Besides, 
festivals like Ramnavmi, Vaikunta Ekadasi and 
Janmashtami are celebrated with much enthusiasm 
here. The place is frequented by several tourists year-
round; therefore, flight booking should be done in 
advance to avoid any inconvenience as well as to 
get discounts on air tickets to Tirupati made easily 
available by indigo. 
Set up in the year 2006, Indigo Airlines is one of the 
cheapest domestic airlines in India which is owned by 
InterGlobe Enterprises and Mr. Rakesh Gangwal. 
This marketing mix of Indigo airlines discusses the 
4P’s which have been executed in an 
excellent manner by Indigo such that Indigo is one of 
the leading low cost carrier in the country. In the 
marketing mix of Indigo airlines, the price plays a 
crucial role which we will discuss further. Indigo 
Airlines is considered one of the best airlines that 
offer professional services at economical prices. 

Starting its services with six aircrafts on 4th of 
August 2006, IndiGo now has 78 of them. It adds a 
new plane every 45 days and sometimes even faster. 
Within no time IndiGo has dethroned Kingfisher and 
stood as the second largest player in aviation industry 
only after Jet Airways. In the year 2013, Centre for 
Asia Pacific Aviation announced that IndiGo is the 
second and the fastest growing airline service in the 
continent. 
 
VI. FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY 
 
Benefit segmentation strategy is used by Indigo 
Airlines to cater to the changing needs of developed 
& developing nations. It mainly targets people by 
offering the benefits of low pricing as Air travel is 
perceived as an expensive travelling option. As far 
as brand image is concerned, it has positioned itself 
as value based carrier providing hassle free 
experience of traveling. It is important to note that the 
airline operates all major cities in India. One of its 
major competitive advantages is that the air tickets 
can be booked online and the customer services are 
very friendly at the same time. 
 
a) Price in the marketing mix of Indigo airlines-
unbeatable 
As already mentioned, price is one of the major 
factors in the marketing mix of Indigo airlines. It is 
because of price and maintaining costs that the 
airlines have received so much success. IndiGo 
Airlines is one of the cheapest, if not the cheapest 
airline in India. In fact, that happens to be 
its competitive advantage when travelers are 
comparing prices. This makes it one of the most 
sought airline services in India because of its quality 
services as well. 
The complete credit for Indigo’s success goes to the 
cost control department at Indigo airlines. Indigo uses 
computer generated mechanisms to determine how 
much petrol it will need from Point A to point B. 
Thus, its savings on petrol is high and airline petrol is 
very very costly. Furthermore, the servings on flight 
are minimum. Indigo wants to control cost but does 
not build relationships with its customers. This might 
irk some but then the airline is the only airline which 
is making good profits even at this stage. With 
decrease in prices and increase in the number of 
passengers every day, Indigo faces a tough 
competition from Spice Jet and Air India. With a 
market share of 31.7% at present, it would be safe to 
say that Indigo provides what no other airlines can 
offer when it comes to cheap prices. There are also 
constant discounts that keep customers coming back. 
 
b) ECOMMERCE STRATEGY: 
There is no one-size-fits-all strategy in e-commerce. 
No one "tried-and-tested" strategy is better than the 
other. Purchase patterns are constantly evolving, 
along with technology and device proliferation is the 
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main focus of this paper. Compelling, outcome-
driven customer experiences can only be created 
through solid strategies that are mapped to business 
objectives and goals. It is only when user-
expectations, business perspective and technical 
facets come together in synergy will visitors turn into 
loyal customers. 
 
b) Indigo Marketing strategy 
Marketing strategy of Indigo Airlines – InterGlobe 
Enterprises started its operation in august 2006 with 
main focus on low fares and best service in the 
industry. Indigo is one of the fastest expanding 
airlines of India. With currently running a fleet of 
110+ aircrafts including both domestic 
&international and recently by taking delivery of 
A320neo Indigo becomes Asia’s first and world’s 
2nd A320neo operator which will enable the 
company to offer affordable air transportation. Indigo 
has emerged as pioneer in changing the face of the 
struggling aviation industry. 
Now launching its flights in 2018 January to 
Tirupati and take many across the globe to the 
divine abode of lord Balaji. 
 
c) Segmentation, targeting, positioning in the 
Marketing strategy of Indigo Airlines 
Benefit segmentation strategy is used by Indigo 
Airlines to cater to the changing needs of developed 
& developing nations. It mainly targets people by 
offering the benefits of low pricing as Air travel is 
perceived as an expensive travelling option. 
By targeting different markets judiciously 
considering Demand–supply constraints, Indigo 
within the span of 10 years since its inception has 
emerged as the best player in the industry by using 
differentiated targeting strategy. 
As far as brand image is concerned, it has positioned 
itself as value based carrier providing hassle free 
experience of traveling. 
 
d) Competitive advantage in the Marketing 
strategy of Indigo Airlines 
Indigo is a no-frills carrier; a strategy which is 
helping the airline in keeping the cost of operation 
low and passing on the benefits to end customers. 
Operating to limited number of destinations has 
helped the carrier to remain focused and this is one 
the competitive advantage that Indigo have over peer 
companies. 
Low operational overhead, Indigo is using 
AirbusA320-200 aircraft in its fleet and recently they 
had received the delivery of A320neo aircrafts to 
continue making air transportation affordable to the 
customers. 
 
e) BCG Matrix in the Marketing strategy of 
Indigo Airlines 
No-frill segment with no meal and no entertainment 
options are stars in BCG matrix as due to affordable 

& low-cost option it has high demand in the market. 
But because of the options available, competition is 
high as well.Its premium services like Indigo Cargo, 
Indigo Experience etc., are question mark because 
customers find MNC carriers with international 
presence services more attractive and it is value for 
money for them. 
 
f) Distribution strategy in the Marketing strategy 
of Indigo Airlines 
Indigo is flying to 40 destinations and daily operating 
680 flights has helped the company in emerging as 
a market leader. It outsources in-flight 
catering/eatables from an outside vendor. These are 
presented to customers on payable basis. 
 
g) Brand equity in the Marketing strategy of 
Indigo Airlines 
Indigo is the Number 1 brand in India in the airline 
industry. Since its inception Indigo has been 
successful in creating a positive brand image, even in 
its commercials it pitches itself as a low cost carrier 
and “every time on time” arrival.  It has won several 
awards for being the low-cost carrier from the year 
2007-2015 continuously. 
 
h) Competitive analysis in the Marketing strategy 
of Indigo Airlines 
Indian aviation industry is crowded with several 
companies and each company is struggling with 
their profitability ratio and they are redesigning their 
strategies to survive in the growing competitive 
market. In contrast, Indigo has been consistent with 
the “low cost, lost price” policy. Indigo has 
consistently expanded its fleet size, recent one by 
getting delivery of A320. 
Also aviation industry is facing stiff competition from 
other modes of transportation like 
railways, Volvo buses, and increase in demand of 
cars. 
 
i) Market analysis in the Marketing strategy of 
Indigo Airlines 
India aims to become 3rd largest aviation market  in 
the world by 2020 and aviation industry is going 
through the phase of fast expansion driven by several 
factors like LCC (Low Cost Carriers), advanced IT 
enabled & modern airports. Companies like Indigo 
are driving the growth of the market by implementing 
some of these. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Indigo, which is India's largest domestic carrier by 
market share, plans to enter the long-haul 
international market with budget flights, with the aim 
of competing with the hubs in the Arabian Gulf. 
 
Indigo, which has a 40 per cent share of the Indian 
passenger market, is looking at acquiring Air India's 
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international operations but its founders say it will 
push ahead with plans to expand into long-haul 
overseas flights regardless of whether a deal goes 
ahead with Air India. 
 
Although not a direct marketing strategy, this strategy 
has seen it gain more customer base because 
customers would want to cut costs by using just one 
aircraft to reach their destination. Other promotion 
methods used by Indigo aircraft include media 
vehicles like billboards, print media advertising and 
advertising on travel portals. 
 
Strategy forms the core of Indigo’s capabilities. As 
digital natives, they have a thorough understanding of 
what works online in the "here today, gone 
tomorrow" digital landscape which   helps them 
develop better interactions, build better experiences 
and leverage customer relationships across all digital 

channels, through a combination of brand planning, 
technology, in-depth analysis and path-breaking 
innovation. 
 
Through measurable, actionable, and on target 
strategies, indigo does more than giving roadmap, 
Indigo  actually help take the  brand where it 
needs to be. Thus, the role played by E-Commerce 
& TOURISM IN CREATING GLOBAL 
BRANDS like Indigo is a big success. 
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